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In  critical or nearlg- critical heavy-ion  collisions, induced  as well as spontaiieous eri- 
ergyless e-e+  pair creation result in the decay of  the neutral vacuum.  Induced transi- 
tions from the negative-energy continuum into a vacant molecular  1s level can occur 
even in the absence of  diving and produce a substantial enhancement and broadening of 
the previously considered spontaneous positron spectrum.  Total cross sections of  5 b 
have been calculated for C-I!  collisions. 
Intermediate quasimolecules,  which will be formed in the collision of  very heavy nuclei,  show with 
respect to their electronic structure all properties of  superheavy at0ms.l-'  In the case that the charge 
number 2,  +Z,  of  the colliding nuclei is larger than the critical charge number Zu  169-172,  the ls, , 
level enters the negative-energy continuum.  If  the K shell is ionized,  e'e  -  creation results.  This has 
to be interpreted as  the decay of  the neutral vacuum,  which is unstable in overcritical fields.' 
Up to now  calculations were done for the spontaneous positron ~reation.~  The cross sections will be 
increased,  however,  by  two effects because of  the nonadiabacticity of  the heavy-ion collision:  First, 
during the "diving"  process ete  -  pairs are created,  in addition to the spontaneous ones,  by  induced 
autoionization.  Second,  before and after the diving a large number of  positrons will be created by in- 
duced transitions from the negative-energy continuum to the ls„, level.  The latter transitions will oc- 
cur even if  there is no level-diving during the collision. 
To calculate the total transition amplitude,  all the transitions,  from the negative-energy continuum 
to the ls„, level,  along the classical ion path must be added coherently  .7  These transitions niay be 
approximately grouped into first,  pre- and after-diving amplitudes C„,„  and second,  the during- 
diving amplitude C,.  Then we have 
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where 
,vE(tl)  =- iYE(tf)  l(a/atf)l~(tt),  (2) 
and r(tv)  represents the decay ls„, level due to the interaction with the continuum (to be determined 
later) and tu denotes the "critical"  time at uThich  diving occurs.  142  and  I  cp  are the wave functions 
for the positron (negative-energy continuum) and the lsUl vacancy,  respectively.  The time integra- 
tion can be replaced by  an integration over clR/z,  along the ion hyperbola,  where ri'  is the distance of 
the two ions and  z,  the radial velocity. 
The matrix element  .iI,(tl)  can be computed by  expanding the bound  state I ~l(t'))  - I  L (H)  and the con- 
tinuum states  I  +,(f  '1) =  I +,(K)). which are eigenstates of the Hainiltonian  H(R), about the lsU2  diving 
radius Ru;  i.e., 
I<P(H),  =f(~){l~„l+!  d~-  'R~J(R)~~.I,„)),  l+.(~))=(r(~,  fi){lu~„i+  I  d~'b,@,  ~)l~.,,„,j,  (3 
with the following normalizations: 
(cp(R) I<P(R)>=~,  (+,(H) I„,(K)I=~(E  -E1),  (G,(R)IP(R):=o.  14) 
In the expression (3),  the higher bound  states,  i.e.,  2p„?,  25„„  etc.,  have been neglected.  Such ef- 
fects are expected to be most important at large ion Separations where the matrix element M,(t)  is 